
Interactive Culinary Experiences

How it Works 
Arrival and Set Up 
The group arrives at a kitchen  venue or retrofitted ballroom 
and is welcomed with an open bar (optional), typically wine, 
beer, soda & water, and allowed to mingle for 10-15 minutes. 
After they’ve had a few minutes to relax and adjust to their new 
environment, they are directed to specific tables where multiple 
workstations have been set-up with recipes, trays of food and the 
necessary culinary equipment. The groups are given aprons, latex 
gloves and chef toques, and divided into their teams, or teams 
are created. The chef facilitator directs the group’s attention to
a short presentation where the “Just Call Them Small Plates” 
Culinary Challenge is explained in detail, including safety 
protocols, rules and objectives.

Culinary Experience
At each station are one or two recipe cards from which the teams 
are to prepare appetizers. (The menus will have been vetted with 
the group’s coordinator during the planning period to insure all 
dietary needs are met). Each table is assigned recipes from 
different culinary regions (ie. “Asia”, “Europe”, “North America”, 
etc.). The teams are instructed to exchange one “significant 
ingredient” (no exchanging of salt, etc.) from each recipe with 
one of the other teams and use that ingredient in the same 

quantity as the original ingredient on the recipe. The objective
is to negotiate and barter with the other teams to find a new 
ingredient that will compliment, or perhaps improve, the team’s 
recipes. Teams can consult with the facilitating chef regarding 
questions on culinary technique or recipe clarification. Once they 
have their new ingredients, each team must divvy up the cooking 
tasks and work in unison to finish their recipes within the allotted 
time frame (approximately 60 minutes total).

Judging and Conclusion
Once each recipe is completed, the teams are instructed on 
the best way to present and serve their food. The chef facilitator 
will connect with a spokesperson for each team and, with the 
attention of all participants, explore the appetizers they’ve made, 
changes they’ve made to the recipes, and how they went about 
making the decisions that influenced those appetizers. The final 
appetizers are served either passed or buffet style.

Interactive Culinary Experiences (ICE) are entertaining, hands-on 
cooking events where teams of participants collaborate on various real 
world business challenges in the context of an active working kitchen 
while networking and preparing their own meals..

An exercise in multi-cultural understanding, each team is assigned a table with one or two appetizer 
recipes specific to a general culinary and geographic region (for example: “Asia” or “Europe”). Their task 
is to complete the recipes, but first each team must align with another group to exchange one of their 
ingredients. The aim is to balance cultural accuracy and common sense to the recipes (ie. we don’t 
necessarily want to swap ricotta cheese for soy sauce) with innovation and risk taking. The objectives 
of the “Just Call Them Small Plates” Culinary Challenge: honing salesmanship and negotiation skills, 
emphasizing cultural awareness and the ability to work in a fluid environment.

Total Running Time: 1 ½ to 2 Hours
(Including Meal Period)

 Capacity: 10 to 75 Participants

Just Call Them Small Plates —
Tapas, Mezze & Dim Sum”


